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It is shown that for a wide class of signal processes and bounded g, the con- 
ditional expectation rr(g, y) in the white noise filtering model is a Cm-functional of 
the observations in the sense that n(g, y) and its Frechet derivatives (which exist) 
are random variables on the quasicylindrical probability space on which the obser- 
vation model is defined. 0 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper, M. Chaleyat-Maurel has shown that the conditional 
expectations in the nonlinear filtering problem is a C”-functional in 
Malliavin’s sense [ 11. A Malliavin calculus for functionals of finitely 
additive Gaussian white noise has not yet been developed though, in our 
view, many of the basic ideas of the former theory carry over naturally to 
the finitely additive situation. 
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In this note, we derive a result close in spirit to Malliavin calculus. We 
will be concerned with the smoothness properties of the conditional expec- 
tation regarded as a functional of the observations. In the same sense as in 
[ 1 ] the result obtained by us may be regarded as a robustness property of 
the nonlinear filter in the white noise theory. Our result cannot be directly 
compared with Chaleyat-Maurel’s. We are throughout in a Hilbert space 
setting so that in contrast to the Malliavin theory all directional derivatives 
are admissible for us. Both the statement and the proof of the main 
theorems are straightforward. The only thing that sets the proof apart from 
a standard calculation is the need to show that the various functional 
derivatives of the filter are also random mappings as defined in [2]. The 
latter fact is established by relying heavily on properties of lifting maps. 
It must be noted that our filtering model assumes signal and noise to be 
independent whereas in Cl] a more general model is considered. However, 
we are able to prove C”- smoothness of the filter under less restrictive 
conditions. 
2. NOTATION AND TERMINOL~CY 
For most of the notation, terminology, and definitions used in this paper 
we refer the reader to [Z] since it would take too much space to repeat 
them here. 
H is an infinite dimensional, separable Hilbert space, % the field of finite 
dimensional Bore1 cylinder sets in H, and m the (finitely additive) 
canonical Gauss measure on H, i.e., the measure with characteristic 
functional exp( - 4 llhll 2), (h E H). Let B denote the class of all orthogonal 
projections on H with finite dimensional ranges. Let (s2, d, Z7) be a com- 
plete (countably additive) propability space. The triple (E, 8, ~1) is called 
a quasicylindrical probability space where E = Q x H, d= d x V and 
a = Z7 0 m. I is a field and tl is the finitely additive probability on 8’ such 
that for any PE 9, the restriction of a to the o-field zz2 x %ZP is the 
countably additive probability measure ZZ x mp. Here gP is the ~-field of 
cylinder sets with bases on PH and mp is the restriction of m to wP. 
Let (L,, n,) be a representation of m with an underlying representation 
space (Sz,, 4, n,) and let (s”i, 2, fi) = (a, d, n)@ (a,, 4, J7,). Writing 
6.3 = (w, wa) E 6, defining p(6) = o and L(h)(&) = L,(h)(o,) for all h E H, it 
is seen that (p, L, if) is a representation of the quasicylindrical probability 
c1 on the space (fi, d, fl). It can, in fact, be shown that (p, L, !f) can be 
chosen to possess the property that for each hi H, the map (h, 6) + 
L(h j(0) is B(H) @ d measurable. It is such a representation that we shall 
be working with throughout. 
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Let S be a Polish space, i.e., a complete separable metric space. We shall 
define classes of S-valued maps on E which form important subclasses of 
random variables on the finitely additive probability space (E, 6, a). 
Let Y"(E, &‘, cl; S) be the class of maps f from E to S such that for all 
PE 9, fp defined by fp(o, q) = f(o, Pq) is 8p/B(S)-measurable and for all 
sequences ($} c 9 converging strongly to the identity (Pj +' I), R,(fp,) is 
Cauchy in &probability. Elements of L!"(E, 8, cr; S) are called S-valued 
accessible random variables. For 1 <q < co, define 9(E, 8, cr; S) as the 
class of maps f as above with the additional property that 
J n Ik(fp,)- &(fi# dfi+O. 
In this case 
J IR,(f)l" di?‘< co. d 
The notation here is somewhat different from that adopted in [2] where 
the class 3” is denoted by Y* and 3” by 9”*. Wider classes of random 
variables are also considered in [2]. The symbol S will be suppressed 
whenever S = R’. 
Let 5: IR --) H be a random variable, i.e., a B(H)/&-measurable map, 
B(H) being the a-field of Bore1 sets in H. The nonlinear filtering model in 
its abstract form is defined on (E, 8, a) by 
y=t-+e, (1) 
where for (0, V)E E, r(w, q) = t(w) and e(o, q) = e(q) = r,r. The identity 
map e on H is called Gaussian white noise, 5 is the signal and y the obser- 
vation. 
Let Q be an arbitrary orthogonal projection on H. If g is a &integrable, 
real random variable on 9, then the conditional expectation (in the finitely 
additive theory) E,(f 1 Qy) exists and is given by the Bayes formula 
(2) 
where 
aQk9 Y) = JQ gW expU.ts Q&d) - t IIQH~)II’> d17(4 (3) 
is called the unnormalized conditional expectation of g. The model (1) 
covers most of the filtering problems met with in practice including those in 
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which the observation process takes values in a Hilbert space. In 
applications, the true signal process is denoted by an S-valued process (X,), 
(0 d t 6 T) defined on Sz, and (1) takes the form 
Y, = t, + e,, OdtbT, (4) 
where 
e is K-valued Gaussian white noise. Here H = L2( [0, T], K) and 
K is a possibly infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space; Pa) 
5,(w)= h,(X,(o)) where h: [0, T] x S+ K is measurable and 
satisfies the condition l: [lh,(X,(w))((Z, dt < cc for each CIJ (or 
a.a. 0). (5b) 
If Q, is the orthogonal projection on H with range H, := {f E H: 
ST Ilf, I( ‘, ds = 0} then the filter one is interested in is the conditional expec- 
tation E,(gl Q y) which is given by (2) with Q = Q,. For the sake of 
notational convenience we shall derive all our results for the abstract model 
(1) rather than (4). 
In what follows we may take, without loss of generality, g to be non- 
negative and such that 1 g dl7= 1. Let dl7, = gdl7 and v= IZ, o(Q<)-‘. 
Then v is a probability measure on H and 
Qk> rl) = IH exp{h k) - 4 IIM’} dW, rj E H. (6) 
Since, throughout this work, g and Q will remain fixed, it is convenient to 
suppress g and write a(q) for ao(g, v]). 
For a Banach space B with norm 1) . )I B let L( H, B) denote the class of all 
bounded linear transformation A: H -+ B, which is itself a Banach space 
with operator norm. A mapping f: H -P B is said to be Frechet differen- 
tiable if for every h E H there exists f,(h) E L(H, B) such that 
,,;pogj Ilf(h+h’)-f(h)-S,(h)Ch’lIl. =o, 
f,(h) is called the Frtchet derivative offat h and is written as (Df)(h). 
Let Lo(H) = R, L’(H) = L( H, R), and for r 2 1, L’+ ‘(H) = L( H, L’(H)). 
It is well known that the Banach space L’(H) can be identified with the 
class of all linear mappings from the r-fold product H x . . x H into R. The 
norm (I ’ (1, on L’(H) under this identification is given by 
llfllr =SUP{ If[hlT -..y hrll: ht off, llhill <I}. 
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A functionf: H + Iw is said to be (r + 1) times Frechet-differentiable, if it is 
r-times Frechet differentiable, and O’f: H + L’(H) is Frechet-differentiable 
and then D’+ ‘f := O(O’f). 
Let L;,,(H) be the subclass of L’(H) consisting of g E L’(H) for which 
where { 40,) is any CONS in H. It is well known that I(g(l,, does not 
depend on the choice of CONS and that L{;‘,(H) is a Hilbert space with 
norm /I.Ilr,2 and that IId, < llsllr,z. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
LEMMA 1. Let the function cr(r]) be defined by (6). Then 
(a) for every r > 1, o(q) is r-times FrPchet differentiable and the 
derivative D’o(q) is given by 
D’drl)Chl, . . . . &I 
= Cexp{(~,~)-tll~l12)l(hl,~)~~~(h,,~)~v(~). 5 (7) 
(b) D’oh) 6 L;,,(H). 
Proof Denote the right-hand side of (7) by g,[h,, . . . . h,]. The integral 
appearing in (7) is finite since 
I(rl,k)l G {l12r1112f Ilt~ll’} =2 11’1112+$ 11~112 (8) 
and 
I(4 k)l d VII . Wll. (9) 
Let { cp,} be a CONS in H. Note that 
6 1 s exp(2(% k)- llkl12} .(~pi,, k)*...(Pj,, kJ2 dv(k) j, .ir 
= I exp{W, W- llkll*~ . llkll*‘dW 
<co, (10) 
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in view of (8) and (9). Hence g,(n) E L;,,(H). Let us write a(q) = g,(n). To 
complete the proof, we will show that g, is Frechet differentiable for r 2 0 
and that Dg, = g, + 1. This will show that D’c(q)= g,(q). For q, heH, let 
u(rlv A) := llg,(v + A) - g,(rl) - gr, 1(rl)(~)ll,*. 
Recall that g,, ,(q)(h)[h,, . . . . h,] = g,(q)[hr, . . . . h,, h] under the identifi- 
cation of L(H, L*(H)) with Lr+‘(H). Thus 
where 
.(cpi,,k)"'(~j,,k)'ul(h,k)dv(k) 2v 1 
u,(h, k) := exp{ (h, k)} - 1 - (h, k). 
(11) 
Since 
lUl(k k)l d I(k k)l* exp((h, k)) < l(hll* IlklIZ exp((h, k)), 
we get from (1) 
u*(rl, h) G s exp{2h k) - IIWI’I . 11~112’ 
. llhl14 llkl14 expWk k)) Mk) 
G llW14~exp{4 lVl12+4 Ilrll”> 
s em{ -I llWl*) Il~l12r+4 Mk) 
using (8) and (9). This shows that 
and hence that g,: H -B L;,,(H) is Frechet differentiable with Dgr = gr+ 1. 
Since I) . I),,* < II.II r, this implies that g,: H+ L’(H) is Frechet differen- 
tiable. u 
Our next step is to show that D’s(y) is a random variable. 
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LEMMA 2. Suppose that v satisfies 
s llkll2’ h(k) < co. (12) 
Then D’s(y) E Y(E, 8, a; L$‘)(H)). 
Proof: Fix (Pi> G 8, Pi -+’ I. Let Z(k, G), Z,(k, (3) be defined by 
Z(k 6,) := exp{ (k t(a)) + Mk)(qJ - 4 llkl12} 
and 
zi(k, G,) := exp{ k t(w)) + &(Pik)(wo) - 3 llkll*}, 63 = (0, C&J). 
Then from the definition of lifting for cylinder functions (see [2]) it follows 
that 
where j= (j,, . . . . j,) and f,(k) = (qjl, k) -..(cp,,, k). Let U,(G) := 
llR,( {D’a 0 ylP,) - I?,( [D’uo y]P,)ll~,2 (6). To complete the proof. we will 
show that U, -+ 0 in jr-probability: 
UU(~) G C 
i [ 
S IZi(k, G,) -Zdk &)I Ifi(k)l dv(k) 1 
2 
<c s IZi(k(G) - Zl(k, c%)I dv(k) i 
. f IZi(k 6) - ZAk, &)I $(k) h(k) 
= 5 IZi(k, c%)-Z,(k, 6)l dv(k) 
. s IZi(k, 0) - Z,(k &)I llkll*’ dv(k). (13) 
We have used HGlder’s inequality above. 
Define a probability measure l7’ on d by 
t&J= C.exp( -4 Il<(~)ll*) 
683/27/t -10 
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where, 63 = (0, q,) E 6. The constant C is chosen such that n’(a) = 1. It is 
easy to see that 
I exp(i 115(~)112) dfl’ -C cc. 
Let p be any countably additive finite measure on H. Then, it is easy to 
check that 
zj +z in p 6-3 IZ’ measure 
and 
J1j Zi(kv 8) dU’(G) dp(k) + jJ Z(k, 6) dZ7’(G) dp(k), 
where the integrals appearing above are finite. By arguments similar to the 
proof of SchefWs theorem, it follows that 
ss 
lZi-Z1 dZ7’dp-+0 
and as a consequence 
5 IZi(k, ~5,) - Z(k, O)i dfi(k) ---, 0 (14) 
in ZZ’-probability. Since fi<< ZZ’, (14) also holds in B-probability. The 
assumption (12) implies that v, defined by 
2 (k) = Ilk112’ 
is a finite measure. Thus (14) for p = v and p = v, implies that ci,, -+ 0 in 
n-probability. 1 
THEOREM 3. For any integrable function A for any orthogonal projection 
Q, oa(g, y) is r-times Frt!chet differentiable for all r>, 1. Further, (a) if 
i IIQ~WII”‘~ Idw)l dn(o)< a (15) 
then 
D’a&, y) E a& 8, a; q,,vm 
(b) if11{1l,garebounded, thenforalZq>l,r>l, 
D’a&, y) E -P(E, 8, a; L;,,W)). 
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Proof: Part (a) follows from the preceeding lemmas. The proof of (b) is 
based on the eaSIly verifiable fact that 
s [ Ui,]q’2 dii + 0 
as (i, I) + cc. We are now in a position to prove the main result of this 
paper. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose l and g satisfy (15). Then, .rrg(g, y) is r-times 
FrPchet differentiable and 
D’q&g, y) E =WE, 8, a; L;,,(W). (16) 
Proof ~&, Y) =fI(~)/f2(~L where 
fI(Y) = fJ& YIP fi(Y) = OQ(L Y). 
Now,f,,f, are both r-times F-differentiable and fi > 0. From this it is easy 
to check that f,/f2 is also r-times F-differentiable. It can be shown that 
D’(fi/f2) can be expressed as 
where A, is a continuous mapping from 
Rx R x q,,(H) x L;,,(H) x . . . x L;,,(H) x L;,,(H) x R 
into L;,,(H). Since fi, f2, l/f2 E p(E, 8, a; IR), and Difi, Dy2 E 
Z(E, 8, a; L’;,,(H)), 1 d i < r, assertion (16) follows from the continuity 
of n,. 1 
A functional fly) will be said to be a C”-functional of the observations if 
D’f exists for all r > 1 and D’fly) E Y(E, 8, a; L;,,(H)). 
We have proved above that if 
E lItIt’< cc for all rZ 1, 
then for all g bounded no(g, y) is a C”-functional of the observations. 
A concrete application of this result to the models considered in [2] 
shows that the conditional expectations in the filtering, prediction, and 
smoothing problems (for finite or infinite dimensional signals) are 
C”-functionals of the observations. 
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